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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background and Need for Study
Numerous so-called ttstudies" of the gifted have been
presented to the American public in magazines which are found
in the magazine racks at the supermarket, at the newsstand,
and in the home.

These articles are often not written by

educators, who have actually studied the gifted, but are written
instead by lay people such as newsmen and parents.

What is the

image these writers present to the public concerning the gifted?
Is the image an objectively developed idea or is it very subjective and dependent entirely on the author's opinions?

Does

the point of view expressed represent abiding concern or is it
but contemporary muckraking, "ax-grinding", or sensationalism?
For example, are the following statements written concerning two gifted children in our country objectively or
subjectively presented to the public?

Are these presentations

of the image of the gifted typical of those projected to the
public?
Behind the alert and steady gaze of an eleven year old
schoolboy, named Barry Wichmann, lies a mind of truly
thrilling potential. His mind, if properly attuned,
might someday pierce labyrinthine complexities and reach
profound conclusions. But because United States schools
are generally inadequate to deal with gifted children like
1

2
Barry Wichmann, the odds are against his ever realizing
the extraordinary possibilities inherent in his superior
intelligence. There are a million of other talented
children, who like Barry, will not reach their potential
because of this inadequacy in education.I
In Tacoma, Washington, Kelly Jean McCormick, adopted
daughter of psychologists, Archie and Alma McCormick,
with an IQ of 147, was only three and one-half years
old when she sobbed that she wanted to go to school to
learn to read like the rest of her five and six year old
friends. She said, "I'm so ignorant I can't stand it."
Her parents did send her to school but not to an ordinary
one. Instead they banded together with twenty other
parents having children with IQ's of 135 or more and leased
a two-story house which they converted into a school.2
Statement of Problem
The problem of this study is to determine the image of
the gifted as presented in certain selected popular periodical
literature and to ascertain its changes in response to international political rivalry.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to ascertain the image of
the gifted which has been projected to the public in selected
popular literature from the beginning of World War II to the
present time.

An attempt will be made by the writer to compare

the image presented to the public in these selected popular
periodicals in two periods:

the first period beginning with

the bombing of Pearl Harbor and extending to the beginning of
the Korean conflict, and the second beginning with the Korean
1"The Waste of Fine Minds", ~, April 7, 1958, p. 90.
2"Shooting for the Stars",

!!!!,

December 16, 1957, p. 56.
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conflict and ending with the tenth anniversary of the armistice
in 1963 at which time three American soldiers were killed in the
neutral area between North and South Korea.
Definition of Terms
For clarity, the writer of this study will define these
words as follows:
Image - a mental representation or picture, an idea
of what something is like, a likeness.
Gifted - persons who are endowed with talent be it
intellectually, artistically, or musically.
Projected - an idea set forth as being objective.
World War II to Korean Conflict Period - refers, in
this study, to the period of time between
December 8, 1941, and June 25, 1950.
Korean Conflict to Present - refers to the period
between June 25, 1950 and July 28, 1963.
Sources of Information
For this study, the writer selected those magazines published weekly, biweekly, or monthly available at a nominal price
to the general public by subscription or by sale at a supermarket,
newsstand, etc.

Selected magazines are those chosen by the writer

of this study because they are most frequently found in homes in
America.

The eleven magazines selected by the writer were listed

by the World Almanac and Book of Facts for 1963 as having ranked
among the top twenty-two magazines in circulation in our country.
The only other magazines listed in this bracket were those not
generally carrying articles on education such as TI! Guide, Farm
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Journal, Boys' Life, etc. 1 These were the magazines selected
in order of circulation data:
Readers Digest--------------13,205,448
McCalls--------------------- 7,414,028
Ladies Home Journal--------- 7,060,722
Look------------------------ 6,854,007
Life------------------------ 6,845,047
Saturday Evening Post------- 6,624,866
Better Homes & Gardens------ 5,495,236
Good Housekeeping----------- 5,129,738

Time------·----------------- 2,690,955
Parents Magazine------------ 1,877,849
Newsweek-------------------- 1,457,189

2

Limitations
This study will be limited to the study of the image
of the gifted as projected by the selected magazines only.
These magazines have a combined circulation of 64,655,085 3
and are probably found in most American home;;, today.

The

period of time covered in the review of these articles will
be limited to the period between the beginning of World War II
and 1963 since during this time there has been a definite surge
of interest in the gifted due to international rivalry for
world control.
lHarry Hansen (ed.), The World Almanac and Book of Facts
1963 (New York: New York World Telegram Corporation, 1963), p. 542

5

Method of Procedure
The writer of this study reviewed, by using articles
listed in the Readers Guide to Periodical Literature available
at Eastern Illinois University and also by personal examination
of all copies of these selected periodicals published since
December 8, 1941, all articles appearing in these magazines on
the gifted.

·-

The writer then wrote a description of the gifted

as projected by the articles as divided into the two time
periods and made a comparison of these two images to determine ..,
whether the image differs during these two periods.

CHAPTER II
The Image as Presented From 1941 to 1950
With the onset of World War II, the

u. s.

Army, as

they began training recruits, discovered that many thousands
of men were coming to the training camps illiterate or with
very low performance in reading and mathematics.

Because

these men were urgently needed, the army began a concentrated
training program for these men to teach the 3 R's as rapidly
as possible.

While testing these men to attempt to discover

their academic potentials, it was discovered that many were
actually gifted but had never had the opportunity to learn as
they should.

This seemed to be one of the first full-scale

attempts to identify and educate the gifted so as to develop
them fully in order that they might become an asset to their
country.

Prior to this, there had been a rather complacent

period.l
Even with this effort to identify and provide educetionally for the gifted, the understanding of giftedness was
still slight.

The parents of a gifted child of this era were

1Katherine Glover, "Are We Wasting Tomorrow's Leaders? 11 ,
Parents Magazine, June, 1952, p. 126.
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likely to ask, "Why can't we have just a plain child?"l

These

parents might have had their child in a "progressive kindergarten"class in which the child appeared subnormal because she
would not button and unbutton buttons for which she saw little
sense, since they didn't close anything.

Another private school

might have decided the same child to be mentally superior.

No

wonder parents were confused and almost ashamed to admit their
child was gifted.

Not much was understood about the nature of

giftedness and, consequently, the problem was not faced realistically.
Schools and colleges were beginning to experiment with
the gifted at the beginning of the war.

In an article written

by Kathrene Pinkerton, the study of one particular group of
twenty pupils, chosen for experimentation by a teacher's college,
was discussed.

The author's daughter was chosen for this class.

Mrs. Pinkerton•s experience with her daughter in this class is
as follows:
Babs was measured by progress in arithmetic which she
didn't like. Her father offered fifty cents for each
half grade promotion. She advanced well and was paid
five dollars by Christmas. After that she did not advance any because she only needed money for Christmas.
The dean called me to ask me to come to school. He told
me the group was to be disbanded and he hoped I would
forget I bad ever heard of an intelligence quotient. He
said, "Twenty individualists, set apart, destroy the
normal balance of society." Then dean and I found we
both believed that emotional adjustment was more important than a trained mind. Babs is now enrolled in an
ordinary school and is doing well.2
1Kathrene Pinkerton, "Crisis at Kindergarten", Readers
Digest, December, 1941, p. 79.

2!£!.5!.
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However, the experimental school at Hunter College
in New York City was praised by some writers.

Life magazine

presented an article on "Genius School" in 1948 which described
the activities of this particular elementary school.

In this

school, the greatest concentration of young brains in the world
is found.

The IQ's of Hunter's four hundred fifty pupils aver-

age one hundred fifty which is rated as genius by educators.
This school is a part of the New York public school system and
was the only institution in the United States devoted entirely
to the teaching and study of gifted children at the time of
the publication of the article.
The system used at Hunter, to solve the problems of
these children has worked out so well that every year the
school is swamped with applications.

Of the usual over two

thousand applications, the school will select about eighty-five
of the ones with the highest IQ's.l
The age span at Hunter is from three to eleven years
of age.

"Even at three, Hunter's youngsters are unusual.

At

an age when most children are individuals, the Hunter children
co-operate eagerly, working as a unit in games which they
pattern after their own lives.

By the time they have reached

the age of six they discuss subjects like light years and solar
time." 2 At nine they speak French in their classroom and before
they are graduated at eleven, some of them compose their own
symphonic music.3

-

h•Genius School", Life, March 22, 1948, p. 114.
2n!i.' p.
3n!i·

us.
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The school's biggest problem is to hold its students
back so that when they graduate they will fit in with ordinary
children about their own age.

Hunter uses an "enrichment pro•

gram" under which children study school subjects that are about
standard for their age group.

To use up the students• excess

intellectual energies, Hunter tries to broaden and develop its
students• outside interests encouraging them to find things out
by themselves.l
"Hunter children know they are smart but are more
humble than cocky about their intelligence."2

Most of these

gifted children have hobbies that keep them very busy.

But

although their interests are advanced, their future plans have
a refreshing normality.

"There is a nine-year-old who wants

to be a fur trapper, an eight-year-old who wants to be a baby
sitter, and a seven-year-old who wants to be president of the
Coca-Cola Company."3
The role education was assuming in assisting the gifted
to find their rightful place in society was both lauded and
criticized.

The criticism was made that most United States

educators are so busy "tailoring the curriculum for the average
and the least able that they have largely neglected the most
able, i.e., the top ten percent intellectually."4 The critics
l~.
2~.' p. 116.

3~.

4"The Upper lOi",

!!.!!!!.•

June 12, 1950, p. 90.
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pointed out that one significant reflection of the neglect
is that fully half of the young people in the top ten percent
never get to college.

The main bogies, according to the Edu-

cational Policies Conunission, were:
(1)

overworked teacher or indifferent parents who fail
to spot gifted pupils, or if they do, are unable to
give them the encouragement they need;

(2)

lack of necessary funds to help needy ones continue
their education;

(3)

inflexible curriculum which fails to give the most
to the gifted, inadequately preparing them for advanced work;

(4)

the population's tendency to idealize the average
man and to belittle the exceptional man.l
The same commission recommended:

(1)

more testing to identify ability sooner;

(2)

more challenging study, especially in language,
mathematics, and history;

(3)

more personal counseling;

(4)

more scholarships; and

(5)

more ''character education". 2
During this same period, the ''Quiz Kids" radio program

was very popular.

Small children, especially gifted in some

particular area as music, mathematics, etc, were chosen from
public and private classrooms mainly of the Chicago area.

These

children were asked extremely difficult and complicated questions.

11

The "Quiz Kids" program was unrehearsed and the children had
no inkling of what the question would be.l

Only one group of

adults were able to win any contests at all.2

A listener of

the program undoubtedly decided these children were very unusual and perhaps a little freakish, but articles written
about these children showed them to be socially well-adjusted
on the whole.

Many of the articles written during this time

period were concerned with the Quiz Kids.

Individual chil-

dren, as well as the entire group, were interviewed and much
publicity was given these prodigies.
An article written by George Marek, who had been asked

by readers and friends what music children liked and deciding
to ask the Quiz Kids, states:
Here are remarkable children, whose choice might be significant, whose tastes apparently influence half the children
in the country. I feared only that such intelligence would
incline to the high brow side, and when I journeyed to
Chicago to see the youngsters, I was quite prepared to discuss the twelve-tone scale and the Gregorian chant. Fortunately, nothing like that happened. Their preferences show
a great deal of sense, do not include music beyond a normal
child's ken, and arej in fact, suggestions you can follow
with your own child.
In another article, written for Time magazine, the
writer pointed out that:

"Away from the mike, the youngest

Quiz Kid (Joel Kupperman, age six) has a normal disdain for
the silly questions grownups ask him.

Last week he bore the

marks of a recent poke in the teeth given him by one of his
lJerome Beatty, "Baby Miracle", Readers Digest, January,
1944, p. 18.
2"Midget Euclid",

!!.!!!!.,

March 29, 1943, p. 53.

-

3George Marek, "The Quiz Kids Favorite Music", Good
Housekeeping, February, 1942, p. 15.
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Chicago playmates.I

For every question Joel answers correctly

on the program, he gets a penny and a marble.

He also gets

another penny and a marble for good behavior.

He saves his

pennies to buy maple-nut, chocolate covered ice cream sticks."2
Writers also pointed out that though these Quiz Kids
were normal children in many ways, they were also unique.

The

same article in Time says:
Joel's IQ is so high that the Chicago Board of Education
keeps it secret. His mother first noticed something wrong
when she heard him lulling himself to sleep reciting the
multiplication tables. He was four. When he was four and
one-half, he caught the grocer short-changing his mother.
That amazed her so she wrote a child psychologist for
guidance. The advice was to leave the boy alone. His
parents say they did. They do not explain how he found
out how to solve cube roots.3
Another writer, Jerome Beatty, made the following statement concerning Joel:
Psychologists who have examined Joel report that he has
the highest mental development they have ever tested and
that he is "much more normal emotionally and in behavior
habits than most children of high mental abi 11 ty." Supercharged with vitality, he is a natural leader, champion
wrestler in his gang, and the boss in his gym class.4
Another Quiz Kid, Kenneth Wolf, eleven, expected to have
his Ph. D. in chemistry when he was sixteen.
get it, too."

"He will probably

When he entered college last autumn, his fellow

students regarded him as a repulsive little smart•aleck.
l"Midget Euclid", loc. cit.

2!!?,!i.
3~.

4Jerome Beatty, loc. cit.

Since
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then he has become less offensive to them.l
precocious since infancy.

Kenneth had been

"Put on another record", said

Kenneth in 1932 when he was six months old.

When he was

twelve months old, he had completed the study of a first grade
reader.

By the time he was twenty-two months, he played by

ear Luzt•s Second Hungarian Rhapsody.

His parents decided to

keep Kenny out of public school and allow him to mature at
home.

His IQ was 182.

He was given piano lessons, dabbled

in chemistry, wrote sonatas, stayed mostly to himself, and
made few friends among the children on his street.

When he

was six he entered the sixth grade, stayed three days before
the principal prevailed upon the Wolfs to take Kenny out of
school because he disrupted the class, asked too many questions, and volunteered too many answers.
pleted his first symphony.

At eight he com•

At ten he entered Western Reserve

University where he led his class in mathematics and chemistry.
He was the youngest student ever to graduate from Yale."2
••studies of bright children show that Kenny can look forward
to a successful future.

When they grow up, most prodigies are

healthier, and smarter than average people and make more money."3
The Quiz Kids were asked what they look forward to, what
they would like best to be, what they would like best to do when
they grow up.

Their responses were reported as being very typi•

lttsuperkid", ~' March 15, 1943, p. 40.
2"Yale Prodigy",
3!!?!.2,., p. 54.

b!£.!,

November 12, 1945, p. 51.
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cal descriptions of the Quiz Kids and their future plans:
Ruthie Duskin, age eight---She has written more than two
hundred poems and knows Shakespeare and the Bible very
well. Ruthie wants to be a saleslady in her late teens.
Before she's married and has her own family, she would
like to teach in elementary school. Someday she hopes
to write stories and books.
Claude Brenner, age fourteen---He comes from Johannesburg,
South Africa, to Lake Forest Academy in Illinois. He
wants to be in aeronautics as an aeronautical engineer.
Richard Williams, age thirteen---He is a mathematics
expert and geologist. He is a pitcher on the neighborhood baseball team and tackle on the football team.
Richard wants to be a civil engineer because that job
combines everything he likes---mathematics and drafting.
Joel Kupperman, age six---Joel weighs sixty-three pounds,
is forty-nine inches high, with a mathematically trained
mind that works like a machine gun. He is in the second
grade in a Chicago public school. He wants to be a
farmer to help supply the Army and Navy with food.
Gerard Darrow, age ten---Gerard is a wizard on bees,
flowers, prehistoric birds, Indian Ocean sea shells, and
the mating habits of tropical fish. He wants to be an
explorer, ornithologist, and lecturer.
Joan Bishop, age sixteen---Joan is a student in a school
for adults in Chicago. She gave her first piano recital
when she was five. At eleven, Joan appeared with the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Joan wants to sing professionally. She already knows fifty arias, some in Italian,
some in French, and some in German. For the last few
years, Joan has practiced five hours a day on voice and
piano.
Tony Marshall, age five---Tony attends New York's Hunter
Elementary School during the year. He has shown marked
interest in music. Tony would like to be a lawyer when
he grows up. If he were old enough now, he would like
to be a bombardier and drop bombs on Germany.
Robert Guldstein, eight and one-half years old---Robert
is a fourth grade student at Hunter Elementary School.
He wants to be a chemist.l
lttWhen the Quiz Kids Grow Up", Good Housekeeping, July,
1943, p. 22.
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The image being projected by this program seemed to
be that although these children were indeed extraordinary,
they were also much like other children in their social
development.

The writer of this study felt that this empha-

sis of the "naturalness" of the Quiz Kids was to help dispel
any feeling the public might have that these were indeed
freaks.
Other articles written during this time span also
gave case histories of certain other prodigies.

The empha-

sis was placed on individual children rather than on the
entire group of the gifted.

These children were portrayed,

generally, much the same way as the Quiz Kids.

For example,

an eleven-year-old boy, Bobby Gordon, was the subject of
an article written in Time Magazine.

This article, "Bobby's

Double Life", pointed out Bobby was actually, in many ways,
a normal boy while being a genius.

The article states:

In many ways, little Bobby Gordon is like many of the
other eleven-year-olds he plays with in Cleveland. He
wears blue jeans and flannel shirts, has trouble with
spelling, whoops loudly at the cowboy matinees on
Saturdays. But for several years Bobby has had a way
of astonishing his elders.l
At the age of five, Bobby visited an observatory. He
startled the astronomers by naming the major constellations and describing the planets and characteristics.
By the time he was six, he had written a learned little
essay on the atom. By the third grade, he drew skeletons
with each bone carefully labeled. He then took interest
in chemistry and at the sixth grade level was sent to
Western Reserve University to study chemistty.2
1"Bobby's Double Life",

2!!?.!s!., P• 57.

!!.!!!!•

May 29, 1950, p. 54.
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On the other hand, not every gifted child, written
about in articles during this period, was portrayed as well•
adjusted and successful.

In an article appearing in Newsweek

in 1944, an exemplary article concerned with the maladjusted
genius appeared.
James Sidis.

The subject of this article was William

When William was born, his father, a staff mem-

ber of the New York Pathological Institute, determined he
would be a prodigy.
prodigious things.
alphabet.

The youngster responded at once by doing
At one and one-half, he had mastered the

By the age of two he could read and write.

typing in French and English when four years of age.
the first three grades on his first day of school.
seven years of schooling in six months.

He was
He passed

He completed

William had projected

a new logarithms table based on the number twelve, when eight.
A year later he had learned several languages.
cided he was ripe for big-time education.

His parents de-

Although he qualified

with ease, Harvard refused to matriculate him because of his age.
So he entered Tufts College and was accepted by Harvard when
eleven years old.

William graduated cum laude in 1914 at the

age of sixteen.l

However, difficulties in William's life began

to appear as he developed phobias which were the apogee of his
forced, high-pressured career.

The youngster who had never

played and whose father had prescribed rearing children without
being fearful of overtaxing their minds gave in to phobias.
l"Burned-Out Prodigy", Newsweek, July 31, 1944, p. 77.
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William began to distrust people and became terrified of dogs.
Finally his health broke and the normal response of a practical
world drove him into semi-obscurity.
Rice Institute in Texas.
rioting.

William taught briefly at

He was arrested in 1919 for May Day

In 1924 he was discovered running an adding machine

in a Wall Street broker house for twenty-three dollars a week.
Later, William worked as a messenger for Massachusetts Unemployment Compensation Commission for sixteen dollars a week.

He

went to work in 1938 in the Financial Publishing Company in
Boston for twenty-two dollars a week.
negligence.

William was fired for

He said people said he had the ability to do well

but he really didn't.

At the age of forty-six, William died of

intracranial hemorrhage in a boarding house in Brooklyn.1

He

was certainly a "burned-out prodigy".
Of course, the standard reference used when discussing
the gifted was the study of the gifted begun by Dr. Lewis Terman
of the Department of Psychology of Stanford University in 1922.

J. Alvin Kugelmass in "What Becomes of Prodigies" discusses Dr.
Terman•s study;

He states:

Child geniuses definitely do flower into personalities of
worth and substance. This was recently established by a
painstaking study made by Dr. Lewis Terman. The little
boy who can play with the binomial theorem and discourse
learnedly on contrapuntals in music well, in twenty-five
years, at the age of thirty-five, stand a good chance of
earning somewhat more than ten thousand dollars a year.
Moreover he will sit in a position of respect in his
community and wil 1 likely be a 1eader in his chosen profession. 2

-

1Ibid., p. 78.
2J. Alvin Kugelmass, "What Becomes of Prodigies~",
Parents Magazine, April, 1949, p. 23.
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Dr. Terman's research, according to Mr. Kugelmass,
is sound and complete because he kept in contact with all
but about twelve per cent of the fourteen hundred prodigies
and only about one per cent died.

Dr. Terman found that

ninety per cent of these extra bright children went through
college.

Not one of these gifted persons were on relief in

the 1930's.l

There were failures.

Dr. Terman defined as

failures, "Those who flit from job to job, from interest to
interest, from place to place, always seeking the unattain•
able, and finding that nothing is good enough for them".2

J. Alvin Kugelmass states that Dr. Terman felt that
home backgrounds were largely responsible for the failures-that is, parents who didn't have the mental capacity to cope
with and to "gentle" the genius in their midst.

Dr. Terman

further stated, according to Kugelmass, that "The genius is
put into a freak class.

He is expected to add, subtract,

multiply, and give lightning answers as though he were a
human Comptometer.

This is all wrong".3

The Time magazine published an article about Dr. Terman's book, entitled, "The Gifted Child Grows Up", in which
the writer states that fourteen hundred gifted children, now
at an average age of thirty-five years, proved to be healthier
than the average

u. s.

citizen and less apt to be insane or to

commit suicide.
The group had written more than one hundred books and
twelve hundred magazine articles, and taken out one hunltbid., p. 60.

2 Ibid., p. 62.
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dred fifty patents. Their incomes are above average,
according to the report, but startingly so: for men
$4,700, for women $2,600. Dr. Terman could see no
signs of a prospective statesman in the group; thus far,
the highest elective office held by any is that of assembly man. The group contained no mathematician of truly
first rank, no university president.
Dr. Terman thinks that the fourteen hundred are entitled
to another twenty-five years before making final judgment
on them. But he has already come to the conclusion that
in achieving eminence, much depends on chance.l
Thus far, none of the articles written during this
period and discussed by the writer of this study have given any
advice to parents of the gifted.

Most of the aforementioned

articles were concerned with descriptions of prodigies, special
schools, or special studies.

Little attempt was made to help

the parents learn more about how they could identify and help
their child if they felt him to be gifted.

However, Madelln

Blitzstein did publish two articles in the Parents magazine
during this period which were actually attempts to help parents
of gifted children.
The f lrst article appeared in March, 1943, and was
entitled, "Have You a Little Genius in Your Home?"

The second

was entitled ttif Your Child is Gifted" and was published in
September, 1944, in Parents magazine.
In the first article, Madelin Blitzstein referred to
Dr. Terman's study.

She felt that two facts of importance stand

out as the result of his research.

First of all, the years had

brought little change in the intelligence quotients of the
fourteen hundred studied.

Madelin stated that this fact "makes

l"What Ever Became of~?", !!!!!,, July 28, 1947, p. 70.
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it possible to say that the intelligence of a child prodigy
tends to remain throughout his whole life, about as far ahead
of the average person's as it was when he was a precocious
child asking questions which puzzled his adult companions".1
Secondly, these gifted children had made out much
better than average in the careers which they have chosen.
"The average income of the thirteen hundred at an average age
of thirty is $3,000 a year, which is more than the average
earnings of a similar group of ordinary college graduates."2
Dr. Terman, according to Madelin Blitzstein, found
that gifted as compared to average children were less apt to
cheat, daydream or whisper in class; the adjectives dull, lazy,
apathetic, quarrelsome, and antagonistic could be applied to
them less frequently than to the run-of-the-mill child, and
they were much less likely to be mentally sluggish, inattentive
in class, irregular in school attendance, oversensltive about
themselves, easily led or easily discouraged in daily decisions.3
"Dr. Lewis believes that the most significant findings revealed
regarding the family background of gifted children in this study

is that superior boys and girls can and do appear with significant
frequency in all kinds of families and all kinds of homes. tt4
"In one part, and this is an important one, gifted children, no
matter from what background they come, suffer in a way that average children do not.

They are not permitted to make full use of

lMadeUn BU tzstein, "Have You a Little Genius in Your
Home?", Parents Magazine, March, 1943, p. 30.
2!2.!.2.., p. 31.

3fil!., P• 40.

4!.!ili!•t p. 42.
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their abilities at school; instead they are kept back from
using their ready wit and their brain potential by the lack
of speed of the rest of the class."l
Madelin was critical of the schools' handling of the
gifted.

She felt that our schools have not done what they

should do in regard to the gifted.

Following is one of her

statements:
This failure of our schools to be adjusted to the capabilities of the superior students is even more evident
in the selection of the "geniuses" who were chosen, not
by intelligence tests, but by the teachers themselves;
for the teachers almost invariably selected youngsters
who participated frequently in group activities and
showed a great sociability rather than those who were
known for their intellectual superiority. Teachers, it
seems, prefer congenial, easily-managed boys and girls
rather than those who are endowed with more than an
average amount of brains; this reacts against the pro•
gress of the superior students in their classwork, for
they find themselves in the position of doing only as
much work as the weakest pupils in many cases.
Dr. Lewis was by no means the first psychologist to find
that gifted children were being neglected in our school
system, for others long ago ventured the opinion that on
an average only one out of four gifted children in a
classroom is detected by the teacher. Since this is the
case, it is necessary to find ways of picking out the
superior boys and girls before the educational system can
be changed to develop their posslbillties fully.2
Madelin had this to say to parents of gifted children:
But if you want to make certain that your brilliant young
will be happier at school and make use of his brains'in
the classroom instead of finding that he can finish the
lesson in a much shorter time than the other pupils, you
should take the advice of Dr. Lewis and urge our educators
to revise the elementary school program so that the superior child will fit into the life of the school at least
as well as the average child today.3
2

~.,

p. 52.
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In her second article, Madelin Blitzstein discussed
the concept of the gifted that the public generally accepts.
She stated:
If you ask the man on the street to give you his impression of what kind of people superior children grow into,
there is every chance that he will look at you knowingly
and answer: "Well, chances are they'll develop into
freaks, queer ones who come to a dead end without a real
future".
And if you broach the question of whether they want gifted
children, probably most people will say, "No, what I want
is a nonnal, average, healthy child, who won't ask questions I can't answer, who won't look down on me as an
inferior, who won't be a problem at school because he's
ahead of his companions, and consequently bored with his
lessons, and who won't become a neurotic because he is
unable to find friends of his own age who are his mental
equals. I've read too many tales of prodigies who never
grew into successful adults".l
She described the history of knowledge of giftedness
when she wrote:
As far back as the days when our early ancestors lived
in caves, instead of houses, there seems to have been
definite distinctions between the bright and the less
bright for some historians tell us that the more gifted
children of those times learned to hunt and fish with
more intricate equipment and speedier methods than the
others did.
Plato expressed interest in the gifted children of ancient
Athens, because he believed they could be of real service
to the state. The books tell us that Sulerman the Magni•
ficient, in the sixteenth century, sent his "talent scouts"
out among his subjects all over the Turkish Empire to look
for the fairest, the strongest and the most intelligent so
that he could use their talents to the best advantage of
his kingdom.
As recently as March, 1944, parents who would rather give
birth to average offspring as well as others who feel proud
lMadelln Blltzstein, "If Your Child is Gifted", Parents
Magazine, September, 1944, p. 30.
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at having brought gifted children into the world, even
though they realize that they may have additional problems when it comes to educational and sound adjustments,
must have been interested in the announcement from Yale
University to the effect that Merrill Kenneth Wolf had
started his studies as a sophomore at the age of twelve.1
Madelin felt that certainly not many parents will find
themselves face to face with a child whose IQ's 182.

She

stated that perhaps it is safe to say that parents who do find
themselves confronted with children of such superior intelligence are usually able to discern the difference between their
child and the average without the help of a psychologist, although of course, IQ tests serve to confirm conjectures.

Chil-

dren with IQ's of from 125 to 145 are more numerous by far than
those of the capacity of Kenneth Wolf.

Intelligent parents no

doubt are interested in the problem of how to tell they have a
gifted child as well as what to do with him. 2
Naturally not all such children go to college at twelve,
pointed out Madelin Blitzsteia, and actually some of them go to
classes where they are bored for years.

Consequently, there are

the problems not only of how a gifted child should be treated at
home and what schools he should be sent to, but also those less
easily solved problems such as whether it is best for parents to
know how superior their child is, according to IQ figures, whether
the child must be made conscious as much as possible with the average pastimes of other boys and girls of his own age, and whether
parents should consult psychologists, periodically, in regard to
superior offspring.3
2 Ibid., p. 100.
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The author pointed out that parents who are able to
appreciate and help gifted children by seeing to it that they
have the stimulating surroundings they need, will increase the
chances for the full development of the child into a responsible,
generous, honest individual, with laudable
self-control.

~elf-confidence

and

She had this advice for the parents of gifted

children:
If your child ls gifted, your chances of finding it out
are good, because he or she will show signs of superiority
in mental and physical development early in childhood.
Your duty after discovering he ls gifted is to see that he
is guided at home and in school in such a way that his
gifts will bring both to him and to the society in which
he lives the greatest benefit.l
1~., p. 105.

CHAPTER III
The Image as Set Forth Between 1950 and 1963
With the beginning of the Korean Conflict, the American
people began to realize they were in a struggle for world control.
During World War II, Russia had been an ally but this was not the
case now.

Now the communists were beginning to want more control.

Our country began to become much more concerned with the training
of people who were especially gifted so that these people could
help our country to become stronger and better equipped to retain
its position in the world.
America already seems to be lagging behind Russia in the
war of brains; scientists and statesmen say it is imperative for
us to cultivate brilliance.l
A particular emphasis was placed on training the scientifically gifted persons since it was realized that Russia was advancing rapidly in the development of rockets, missiles, satellites,
etc. and that our country must do likewise if they were to remain
comprobable in world power.

Projects designed to discover those

especially talented in science were described to the public for the
first time in lengthy detail.

One such project, National Science

1H. G. Rickover, "Let's Stop Wasting Our Greatest Resource",
Saturday Evening Post, March 2, 1957, p. 19.
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Foundation Science Talent Search, had been started by the
Westinghouse Electric Corporation in 1942 but was not publicized widely until Jerome Ellison wrote an article concerned
with it in 1951.

Apparently Mr. Ellison wanted to bring the

worthwhile project to the attention of the public so that more
persons would learn of its worth and encourage those gifted
young persons with scientific ability to participate.

Mr.

Ellison described this project as follows:
Westinghouse agreed to put up the money---eleven thousand
dollars in scholarships annually---if the Science Clubs
of America and Science Service would conduct the search.
Each November sixteen thousand examination kits are sent
to high school science teachers who have requested them
for selected students. The kits contain a personal-data
blank, to be filled out by the science teacher, and an
aptitude test. Out of sixteen thousand sent out, thirtyfive hundred come back. The kits are evaluated at the
Science Service building in Washington and three hundred
are selected for honorable mention or better. The top
forty are invited to a five-day tour at Science Talent
Institute in Washington, held early in March, expenses
paid. There are personal interviews with each of the four
judges. When the ordeal is finished, the judges compare
notes and announce the winners. The top boy or girl now
gets a two thousand eight hundred dollar scholarship, payable in four annual installments on enrollment in college.I
Mr. Ellison pointed out further that just because a
winner is gifted that doesn't mean he is "a grind, a bookworm,
a puny speciman, a wallflower, or otherwise not quite one of
the gang".2 He stated that from a third to a half of the group
of forty finalists participate in high school team sports.

He

found that nine out of ten have some athletic outlet, and nearly
a third have been active in Boy or Girl Scouts or Four-H Clubs.
lJerome El 11 son, "Are Your Children Gifted?", Saturday
Evening Post, June 16, 1951, p. 96.
2~., p. 102.
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The average Science Talent Search male is heavier and healthier
than the average American soldier of the same age.

"Beauty is

distributed among the girls at least as liberally as among the
female population at large.

Appreciation of popular music is

so marked that spontaneous jam sessions almost always develop
when the forty finalists get together in Washington. 11 1
The article also said:
Congress bears the heavy responsibility of deciding what
proportion of the national power lies in brawn, what proportion lies in brains and what mixture of each are essential in which places. At present it looks as if the most
gifted of our young scientists will, after a period of
basic military training, be permitted to continue their
studies. But for a man to be deterred as a science student,
he'll most likely have to be very, very good.2
Great emphasis was placed on the fact that we were,
indeed, wasting the potential leadership of the country's gifted
children.

Katherine Glover in her article, "Are We Wasting

Tomorrow's Leaders?" had this comment:
Nobody can tell where the Edisons, the Fords, the Frank
Lloyd Wrights, the John Deweys of the future will spring
from, but our surest reservoir of tomorrow's leaders is
our one million children of top intelligence and ability.
With our spiralling demand for manpower it doesn't take
an expert to point out that this country needs ability
wherever it exists. Yet comparatively few of our gifted
children are spotted early and given their rightful chance.
The child with an IQ of 70 gets far more consideration than
one with an IQ of 170.3
Katherine pointed out that schools that have attempted
special consideration for the gifted child have had to battle
with the stubborn belief that democracy---an equal opportunity
2~., p. 105

3Katherine Glover, loc. cit.
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for each child·--means the same education for every child.
Furthermore, she adds that if our schools in the earlier
years had developed a similar thorough screening, with retesting through the years, what might have been added to the crea•
tive output of the nation and what might have been saved in
human waste!

She felt that alert educators were keenly aware

of the problem of educating for leadership and were eager to
do something about it.

However the answers to what can be

done for the gifted are coming very slowly.l

According to

U. S. Office of Education, Miss Glover said, fourteen hundred
cities reported special classes for all types of exceptional
children, including the mentally retarded; only fifteen of
these cities reported special classes for the gifted.

The

total in all special classes was four hundred and forty-one
thousand children; the total in classes for the gifted was
twenty thousand, and most of these were concentrated in New
York, Los Angeles, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh.

A few places,

however, as small as Athens, Alabama, (population five thousand)
and Napa, California, (population sixteen thousand) reported
classes for the gifted.2
She writes further of the special classes she has visited
in her research for the article.

She has this to say about the

Hyde Park School, P. S. 208, in Brooklyn, New York, at which
experimentation in special education for the gifted had been
carried on for the past twenty years:
A day spent there made me wish I could turn back the hands
1£.!?!i., p. 126.
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of the clock and be lucky enough to get the kind of education those Brooklyn youngsters were getting.
The teachers were alert, the youngsters alert. It was
hard to realize that many of these children had been
referred to the classes by child guidance clinics because
they had serious difficulty before they were steered into
these special classes. All children in this school's
special classes must have an IQ of 135 or above, with
reading ability--considered of even greater importance-of at least two years above normal.l
The Cleveland special classes for the gifted, continued
Katherine Glover, are, as in Brooklyn, located within regular
schools so that the children, though grouped with their own
kind, are not isolated.

These gifted children share many of

the activities with children in the other classes.

"Advocates

of this policy say that the gifted child is spurred on by being
with others of his mental capacity instead of being held back.
He avoids the dangers of feeling superior which comes from his
being with those he continually surpasses, or having to hide his
talents to avoid being considered a stuffy little know-all by
kids who resent his ability."2
Others argue just as strongly for educating the gifted
with enriched courses within the regular classrooms, or covering
the same ground in shorter time (once called "skipping").3
Special classes, according to Katherine Glover, do not
tell the whole

~tory.

Some school systems have other ways of

providing curriculum adjustment for gifted children in regular
classrooms.

Also, there are those wise teachers who, within the

restrictions of regular routine, do what they can to feed the
hungry minds of bright puplls.4

llli.!!•t p. 127.

2,!lli.' p. 128.

4!!?!!!·' p. 126.
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Miss Glover emphasized that whatever the form of
special education suggested, emphasis is placed upon the
community's responsibility for these gifted children.

She

pointed out that these are not being educated only for their
own benefit but even more.for what they can contribute to
society.

She felt that it was likely that any extra invest-

ment in their education will yield a return on a larger scale.l
In concluding her article, Katherine Glover wrote:
For the great tasks ahead of us in the years to come every
type of ability will be needed. The future will rightly
accuse us if we fail to nurture those whom nature, by
processes mysterious to us, has endowed with superior
native ability. In the classrooms of your town and mine
these gifted children can be found. Here are the potential leaders of tomorrow···children who, if given the
chance, can be the darers, the thinkers, the inventors,
the dreamers and planners of tomorrow's world.2
Not all writers were as liberal with their praise of
the attempts to educate the gifted as was Katherine Glover,
however.

In his article, "The Plight of the Gifted Child",

George B. Leonard, Jr. had this criticism to make:
More than ninety per cent of America's schools have no
provisions whatsoever for exceptionally fast learners.
Shackled to a learning rate far below their capacities,
these children, our nation's most valuable natural resource, drift sleepily through school and seek their
inspiration for greatness elsewhere. Sometimes, a tacit
insistence on mediocrity drives them to mischievousness
or even neurosis.
Since the end of World War II, educators have awakened to
this problem, and today the plight of the gifted is one
of the most talked-about subjects in educational circles.
Unfortunately, little of the talk and interest has turned
to action. A forty-eight state survey conducted by Look
shows that even the most highly talented, gifted child
programs often are mere token experiment, involving only

-

ltbid.' p. 128.
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a single school, a single grade, or a single classroom.
There are probably fewer than ten public school districts
in the nation where the gifted child is challenged from
kindergarten through high school. Experts believe that
the deficiency is deplorable in the light of current events.l

Mr. Leonard felt that a very exciting and significant
side effect of gifted child education is that every child,
whether mentally gifted or no, will benefit from a sound program
for the gifted.2
He felt that one reason so few programs have actually
been started is the lack of a single, simple approved method.
He pointed out that each of the three basic approaches---grouping, acceleration, and enrichment, have their drawbacks.

For

example, according to Mr. Leonard, grouping has been called undemocratic and it is said that the child suffers from lack of
contact with the less gifted.

Acceleration imposes social and

emotional strain on some children.

Enrichment often burdens

the child with more work of the same quall ty or else sends him
scurrying off into the "twilight zone between real education and
personal hobbies".3
Mr. Leonard emphasized that where the gifted are isolated
most of the time, the dreaded bugaboos have failed to materialize.
"Look's survey reveals that many educators, on starting a program
grouping the gifted, feared the resentment of the parents and of
students not included in the gifted classes.

An overwhelming

majority report that their fears were groundless."4

~'

lGeorge B. Leonard, Jr., "The Plight of the Gifted Child",
November 26, 1957, p. 40.
2.!E.!2,., p. 46.

3tbid.

-
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Mr. Leonard stated:

"The gifted have given much to

the world; if the world gave them a better chance, they would
give a great deal more". 1
Furthermore, according to Mr. Leonard, the plight of
the gifted child is essentially the same as that of every
child in our public schools·--that is, a great need for individual treatment.

"'When the school system begins trying to

adjust to the individual students rather than always asking
the individual to adjust to the system, then the by step will
have been made in an escape from mediocrity."2
One of the best known critics of the American educational system is Rear Admiral H. G. Rickover of the U. S. Navy.
Rear Admiral Rickover has written articles concerned with nearly
every phase of our educational set-up, and, of course, has not
slighted the education of the gifted.

Rear Admiral Rickover

prepared an article, "Let's Stop Wasting Our Greatest Resource",
for publication in the Saturday Evening Post, March 2, 1957.
The following is Rickover•s introductory statement:
The U. s. today is faced with a crisis in education which
must be dealt with promptly and effectively or the machinery
which sustains our material prosperity will begin to slow
down, endangering not only our standard of living, but also
our position in the world. We are engaged with Russia in
what Admiral Lewis L. Strauss, chairman of the Atomic Energy
Commission, has aptly called the "cold war of the classrooms".
We cannot afford to lose this "cold war", yet we are severely
handicapped because the American educational system is defective, both in quantity and quality.
The war and the postwar baby boom has caught us unawares.
We have neither adequate space nor sufficient qualified
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teaching personnel to give each American child proper
schooling. It is evident that we need to build new schools
and engage larger teaching staffs. Though painful, the
solution here is not difficult to seek and apply.
The problem of the qualitative defect of our school system
is more complex. To put it bluntly, our schools do not
perform their primary purpose, the training of the nation's
brain power to its highest potential.I
Rickover further stated that one-half of high school
graduates who are endowed with the ability to enter college do
not do so.

For every high school graduate who receives a doc-

toral degree, there are twenty-five who have the mental capacity
to achieve the same degree, but do not do so.
Although Rickover is critical of the educational system
that would allow this waste to continue, he stated:
We cannot put the blame on our schools for in the final
analysis the sort of schools any community has depends
entirely upon what the conmunity thinks of education and
what the community is willing to pay for it. To judge
by our actions, the American people are spending twice as
much for recreation as they are for education. Yet as
parents and as citizens we have no more important job than
that of providing our children the best education they are
capable of absorbing. Never has this been more important
than today, when we are in danger of being outstripped in
technological development by Russia.2
Rickover was very concerned with our position in the
world.

He said:

While we have failed to keep up with the phenomenal growth
of our school population, Russia has been bending every
effort to create a formidable educational system that bids
fair to outproduce us in trained personnel. The Soviet aim
is achievement of world scientific and engineering supremacy.
She is training more scientists and engineers that her
economy now requires. In the u. s. we are not keeping up
with the needs of our armed forces and our industry.
1H. G. Rickover, loc. cit.
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Our world position rests upon an educated citizenry and
an adequate supply of highly trained professionals. In
truth, our children are our hostages to fortune. How well
we succeed in educating each and every child to the maximum of his inherent potential will ultimately determine
his fate and ours.l
Rickover contended that we, the American society, fail
to identify and develop our talented children; that our schools
are not equipped to do justice to the special needs of such pupils;
and that this failure constitutes a waste of our most precious
national asset and is the direct cause of our present shortage
of trained manpower.2
He felt that to win the cold war of the classrooms we
must abandon the leisurely ways of education and strive for action.3
Admiral Rickover pointed out that, in his opinion, very
little is being done in the schools to seek out the top ten to
fifteen per cent.

He said:

With few exceptions, those talented children are being taught
along with those of average or below-average mentality. Up
to the age twelve, the curriculum for all children is the same.
Now, there is ample evidence that in any class which includes
slow and fast learners, the slowest group sets the pace and
receives more attention from the teacher.4
The separate schooling seemed to be the best solution to
the education of the gifted according to Rear Admiral Rickover.
He noted that we need not slavishly copy the schools of other
countries in this attempt.

However, he felt that by studying

their methods, we can discover valuable ideas for our own use.
Rickover suggested that industry, together with our
educational foundations, set up model academic secondary schools
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in perhaps twenty-five different Centers in the United States.
These model schools would be free and open to all youngsters
able to pass an entrance examination designed to select those
capable of absorbing an academic secondary education.

This

school should have at least a ratio of one teacher to every
twenty pupils.

Rickover further suggested that the salaries

should be high enough to attract competent teachers.

These

teachers would be given no extra-curricular work of any kind.
The social activities in such a school would be kept to a mini-

Dr. James B. Conant,

u.

S. Ambassador to West Gennany,

one of the staunchest champions of public education for all,
rapped educators and parental knuckles for neglecting the gifted
few in an address before the National Citizens Conmission for
Public Schools.

Conant, in this address, said, "I believe that

it is possible for our schools to do far more for children with
special gifts and talents than at present".2

He was critical of

lack of parental help and wondered how many parents would cooperate with teachers in putting children through a stiff, European style language course.

In mathematics, he felt, "Too many

fathers and mothers would be inclined to say:

'Why should Johnny

have to continue with math, which is so hard for him? After all,
we don't want him to be an Einstein!'"3
1ill5!.·, p. 111.

2"The Gifted Ones", Newsweek, January, 1956, p. 95.

3.ill!!·
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Conant stated:
To my mind, the way out of the educational quandry lies
in identifying scholastically talented youngsters and then
providing for teachers who will stimulate the selected students to do their utmost because they want to and as a matter
of pride. To some degree this (pride) can be stimulated by
the spirit of competition, which is not something to be
deplored if kept in bounds by a spirit of fair play; it is
a healthy aspect of our American emphasis on sports. There
is no reason why the same type of Dl<>tivation could not be
utilized in the study of mathematics and foreign language,
provided, as in athletics, selection of the naturally talented
is accepted as a matter of course.l
Many writers commented that, although public interest in
the gifted had grown enormously in a comparatively short time,
the actual knowledge of what gifted children are really like and
of what giftedness is, lags far behind.

Florence Brumbaugh and

Bernard Rosheo, in an article entitled, "Your Gifted Child",
commented:
One popular image of the genius is of someone who isolates
himself, preferably in a garret, while he tinkers, paints,
or scribbles. Thus, in most people's minds', there are
two pictures of the "genius". One is eccentric; the other
is a money-maker. Neither conception fits the youngster
described as "gifted"---nor do most gifted children flt
the popular notion of the child prodigy.
Few intellectually gifted children are potential Van Goghs,
Carnegies, or Mozarts. They are, however, substantially
superior to their average agemates in intellectual capacity;
most of them are well-adjusted; they will profit greatly
from certain special attentions and opportunities, and there
is a good chance that, if properly guided, they will achieve
a great deal of success, and perhaps distinction in their
chosen lifework.2
They state:
Although most people think giftedness means intellectual
superiority demonstrated by outstanding work in the classl!!lli!_.

2Florence Brumbaugh and Bernard Rosheo, "Your Gifted
Child", Good Housekeeping, January, 1959, p. 46.
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room, the current definition of giftedness used by psychologists and educators covers a greater variety of abilities
than those necessary just to do outstanding schoolwork.
Besides, gifted children are, unfortunately, not always
found at the head of the class.l
Being gifted, in Brumbaugh and Rosheo•s opinion, does
not mean a child has the same degree of superiority in every
intellectual skill.

They felt he will probably be above average

in all of them, but especially outstanding in one or two.2
In an article, "Guiding the Gifted", Mary B. Hoover,
mother of three, tells this story concerning Einstein:
When Einstein first came to Princeton, a little girl used
to drop by regularly to see him at his home in the afternoons. Reporters grew interested-··was she some kind of
scientific prodigy? The friendship had a very simple explanation, Dr. Einstein told them: the little girl brought
him cookies her mother had baked. In return, he helped her
with her arithm~tic.3
Mrs. Hoover had these comments to make concerning gifted
children from the parental standpoint:
Unfortunately for the parents of bright children, there
aren't enough Einsteins (nor maybe even cookies) to go
around. Few youngsters can enjoy the privilege of being
guided by a genius. Indeed, the whole problem of giving
our nation's brightest children an education commensurate
with their abilities isn't easy to solve. If your boy or
girl is among the five to ten per cent ordinarily referred
to as "gifted"--·those with an IQ of a hundred and twentyfive or more, or those with a pronounced talent---you'll
probably find that their upbringing in general and their
schooling in particular, call for some extra effort on
your part. You may even work up some frown-furrows, as
a matter of fact, trying to get them the education they
ought to have.
But don't be snared by the dolorous ones. For one thing,
gifted children have always tended to find special favor
with the best teachers. Thousands of dedicated teachers
2~. t p. 47.

lMary B. Hoover, "Guiding the Gifted", Parents Magazine,
October, t958, p. 50.
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in school systems that don't as yet offer any special
program for talented youngsters, are doing a job for
these children that few specially designed programs could
hope to better.
For another, many school systems today do have special
programs---at least for the academically gifted·--and
more are being started all the time. If you know some•
thing about them-·-where some of the best are operating,
along what lines they're set up·--you'll be in a better
position to evaluate just what's being done for the gifted
in your own community. Along with other interested parents,
you may be able to get a special program started in your
local school system. Or you may find it possible to move
to where your child will be eligible for a program already
operating successfully.l
One of the knottiest problems about gifted children,
continued Mrs. Hoover, is how to identify them correctly.

She

pointed out that experts agree that this identification is the
school's job rather than the parents.

She admitted that some

errors will be made, particularly those of omission.

She sug-

gested that parents, if they honestly believe their child's
potential has been incorrectly evaluated and school authorities
are unsympathetic to a tactful protest, should have him tested
at a reputable psychological testing center.

Mrs. Hoover stated

that it is always possible that the school has made a mistake or
that the child has significant learning blocks with which he and
the parent need trained help.

However, she cautioned, "be sure

to weight against any possible advantage the more tangible harm
you can do your youngster by making him aware of your dissatis•
faction with the school's decision".2
Her final comment in the article was:
What it all adds up to is this: with a bit of extra aware•
ness, of extra doing on your part, your gifted youngster can
2 ~.,

p. 94.
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have his chance---even though the country as a whole is
just getting started on the problem, even without an
Einstein on the next block.l
Parents weren't the only ones who discussed the problems of the gifted in articles written for periodicals during
this period.

One schoolteacher, Katherine P. Chambers, raised

the question of whether the gifted children of the St. Louis
public schools were being trained as they should, in Time magazine.

Miss Chambers studied the gifted pupils who were in

school in St. Louis in the 1920 1 s and were now adults.

Here

are her findings:
1.) Because of run-of-the-mill teaching and subject matter,
some high IQ pupils were bored in school and failed to get
top grades. Nor did most feel that skipping grades helped
much; in fact, separated from their friends, they often
suffered isolation as "teacher's pets" adn "brains".
2.) Of the bright pupils reporting, seven per cent failed
to finish high school, another fourteen per cent never got
to college, and of those who did, only seventy-six per cent
got degrees. The main reasons for this high fall-out rate
were: financial difficulties, lack of interest, and parental resistance to "useless" further education.
3.) As adults, although all have jobs at a higher level
than the general population, too many are working at jobs
(e.g., machine operator, mail carrier,) that do not utilize
their full abilities.2
This same city, St. Louis, spoken of in her article,
was one of the American cities doing experimentation in special
teaching of the gifted in the 1950's.

In "Gift to the Gifted",

appearing in the September 17, 1956, Time magazine, the program
for the gifted was discussed.

The children of the St. Louis

1lli2,., P• 95.
2ttNeglected Brain Power",

.!!!!!!.'

January 17, 1955, p. 56.
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public schools were given tests in the fourth grade.

Those

having IQ's of 130 or more were given additional tests prior
to their entry into sixth grade and were assigned to nine
special classrooms strategically located through the school
system if they were proven "socially adjusted".

These chil·

dren were given regular sixth grade work beefed up with generous
advanced assignments in foreign language and science.

At the

time this article was written, only two hundred fifty of over
seven thousand students at the sixth grade level had been exposed
to this program.

However, these two hundred fifty pupils had

moved from average sixth grade work to work comparable to that
done by the upper fourth of ninth grade classes.
also had vastly accelerated social development.

These youngsters
At that time

there was no such program for the high schools of the area.

The

educators in St. Louis seemed to feel, according to this report,
that the program was good even though still experimental and
subject to substantial revision.l

In some cases where parents felt the public schools
weren't doing what they should for gifted children, these parents

were starting private schools of their own for their gifted children.

One such school, Adastra (loosely translated meaning "the

sky's the limi~,, was organized by a group of twenty-two parents
in Tacoma, Washington, in 1957.

Little three and one-half year

old Kelly McCormick, mentioned in the introduction of this paper,
was one of the causing factors for the organization of this school
lttGift to the Gifted", !!!!!,, September 17, 1956, p. 62.
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because her adoptive psychologist parents were determined to
send her to a special school after she stated that she was so
ignorant she couldn't stand it.

Also another adopted child,

Jimmy (IQ-147) was so bored with public school that he flubbed
his studies, made constant mischief and was in danger of becoming a painfully shy neurotic when put in a stiff private
school geared to superior students.
leased a two-story house.

This group of parents

The fathers donated the equipment;

the mothers helped with the secretarial work.

In the fall of

1957, thirteen children aged three and one-half to nine began
classes in the school.

By December, the school had enough to

assure an enrollment of thirty-five which was the maximum in
those quarters.

The whole idea of the school was not to give

a completely different education, but to keep the children
challenged.

Each child was to work at his own pace.

Each

child took judo and ballet lessons to develop muscular control.
The curriculum included trips to observatories, talks by college
groups of foreign students, conversational French, Spanish, and
German, individual research, field trips, etc.l
Another private project of similar origin was "Hilltop"
in which thirty or forty youngsters took part in activities including building log cabins, etc.

The authors of "Gifted Chil·

dren Need Freedom to Learn", Ruth and Edward Brecher, told of
the one major lesson taught by Hilltop that should prove helpful
anywhere.

This lesson was that:

!"Shooting for the Stars", ~' December 16, 1957, p. 56.
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when a child's shoes are too tight, his feet hurt. And
so his parents get him larger shoes that fit. A very
large part of the problems gifted children face in ordinary communities, we are convinced, can be traced to the
fact that, metaphorically speaking, their shoes are too
tight. The forms in which we try to wedge our gifted
children's intellects, personalities and activities are
too narrow and unbending.
When gifted children are allowed to go barefoot---to
continue the metaphor---they can travel incredible distances. l
Oftentimes, entire states were being surveyed to determine the needs of the bright children in their state.

Connecti-

cut was one state which was undertaking this task in 1955.

The

state had two groups working on this survey, one of which was a
state appointed group headed by_Author John Hersey.

This was

the report of this committee:
1.) Contrary to common opinion, superior and talented
children are more stable emotionally than the average
child, and more mature physically.
2.) Such children should be given a minimum of practice
in fundamental skills (e.g., arithmetic, reading), should
be allowed to create and solve problems, concentrate on
research and reading.
3.) Any extra time should be used in making contribution
to the common welfare (time during school).
4.) In school, they should not always be allowed to lead,
should be encouraged in activities, in which they do not
excel, learn not to feel unhappy when they are not running
things.
5.) The teacher of bright (gifted) children need not be
as bright as her brightest student, but she must be sympathetic and skillful in guiding the selection of studies.
6.) Teachers should guard against glorification of the
bright and the implication that courses and materials of
other students are second-rate; this attitude can demoralize
1Ruth.and Edward Brecher, "Gifted Children Need Freedom
to Learn", Parents Magazine, June, 1962, p. 45.
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students, parents, and teachers.l
Yet another state, Oklahoma, screened sixty thousand
teen-agers with eight hour exams by Science Research Associated
in a gigantic statewide search for gifted children in 1957.
The article concerned with this search appeared in Newsweek,
under the title, "Our Gifted Children", in May, 1957.

According

to this article, the top twenty per cent got letters of congratulations encouraging them to go on with scientific courses--·the
first such encouragement some had ever received.
quence, course enrollment zoomed upward.

As a conse-

One Oklahoma City High

School trippled its chemistry classes and doubled its physics
classes.2
Everywhere, parents were asking how they could identify
a gifted child as a result of this nation-wide interest in the
gifted.

Newsweek gave this list of signs in "How They'll Show

They're Bright":
1.)

Wants to read and tries to learn before the age of six.

2.) Some driving hobby, which generates great inquisitiveness on the child's part. Ability to concentrate longer
than friends of the same age.
3.)

Usually taller, huskier, and stronger than contemporaries.

4.) A tendency to be cyclical in approach: plunging from
one interest to another or going off in all directions like
a rocket, often finishing none of the endeavors.3
Dr. Paul Witty suggested the following yardsticks to
lttsright Youngsters", !!!!!!,, September 19, 1955, p. 58.
2°our Gifted Children", Newsweek, May 13, 1957, p. 118.
3"How They'll Show They're Bright .. , Newsweek, May 13,
1957, p. 118.
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parents:
Early and accurate use of a large vocabulary; keen
observation and retention of facts; interest in calendars
and in telling time; unusual ability to give sustained
attention; curiosity about the cause of everything and its
effect; competence in drawing, painting, singinf; profi·
ciency in reading and a great liking for books.
H.owever, these don• ts were listed for parents who decide they have a gifted child:
1.) Don't take advice from neighbors.
guidance clinic.

Take him to a

2.) Don't put undue stress on the child by setting impossible goals or expecting too much.
3.) Don't worry. According to all studies gifted children show a high per centage of successful lives. You
probably couldn't keep him from achieving even if you
tried.2
Again, during this time period as in the first period,
references were made to Dr. Lewis Terman•s study of the gifted.
Of course, by this time, more substantial statements could be
made concerning his study since it had been going on for a
longer time.

Milton and Margaret Silverman relate this des-

cription of a gifted child based on the results of Terman•s
study:

The typical gifted child was the child of parents who had
more than the average amount of education and were enjoying
a higher .. than-average income. His father was a professional
man---a doctor, lawyer, professor or businessman. His home
library contained an average of three hundred and twentyeight books. He learned to read easily at the age of five
or six. By the time he was ten he had skipped one grade
beyond his age group; actually, however, careful tests
showed that he had already mastered the school curriculum
1"High School is Worth Working For!"---Ozarks, Missouri",
Ladies Home Journal, August, 1957, p. 31.
2!k!.!!·' p. 118.
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two or three grades beyond the one in which he was enrolled. l
At home, the typical Termite read more and better books
than did most children, but he was clearly no bookworm.
He played and knew the rules of more games than did his
average schoolmates, engaged in sports just as successfully, and enthusiastically made collections of beetles,
coins, Indian arrowheads and match covers.
He is emotionally stable, quick in understanding and
insatiably curious. He has a rententive memory and a
large vocabulary, and was unusually interested in such
things as number relations, atlases, and encyclopedias.
He was more trustworthy when under temptation to cheat,
and less inclined to boast or overstate his knowledge.2
Terman•s study also pointed out the fact that average
parents can have a gifted child but statistics do show that
superior minds do tend to run in families.3
Indeed, one family of average intelligence, the McRaes•,
have a very perplexing problem in that of their four children,
one "is superior, one is retarded and the other two are average.4
As in the first period, the Quiz Kids were again eluded
to in print.

However, only one article appeared during this

thirteen year period.

In this article, "The Kids", Dr. Paul

Witty credited the Quiz Kid program with having "erased any idea
that the gifted child is usually a peculiar, eccentric misfit".5
lMilton and Margaret Silverman, "So That's What Happens to
Child Prodigies!", Saturday Evening Post, February 2, 1952, p. 42.
212.!!!., p. 47.
3Pat Flynn Kolllngs, "What are Gifted Children Really Like?
What do They Turn Out to Be?tt, Better Homes and Gardens, March,
1962, p. 35.
4Pat Flynn Kolllngs, "The Story.of a Father and Mother Who
Have Solved the Most Perplexing Problem.Parents Can Face", Better
Homes and Gardens, February, 1962, p. 56.
S"The Kids",

.!!!!!!.'

July 7, 1952, p. 59.
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Dr. Witty was speaking to a group of some two hundred
thirty-five present and former Quiz Kids on the twelfth anniversary of the program's first appearance on the air.
these Quiz Kids were parents by that time.

Some of

At that time not

one had cracked up mentally or been in any serious trouble.
Not one had even turned out to be plain shiftless.

The first

six to appear on the show in 1940 now included a lawyer, a research chemist, a teacher and writer of advertising copy, a
singer, a music major in college, a Jesuit priest, and a recent
college graduate majoring in drama at UCLA.l
In the 1950's, several quiz shows, several of which
later proved to have been rigged, featured the amazing minds
of so-called gifted adults and children.

One article written

in 1957 told of Robert Strom, a ten-year-old who won an all-time
record one hundred ninety-two thousand dollars on a quiz show.
The following is what Robert's father had to say following Robert's
feat:
We like to think that the case of Robert will impel the
American people to search out their gifted children earlier.2
Although many of the articles, written during this period,
told about gifted children as a group, some articles still had to
do with individual cases.

Not all cases have happy endings.

For

example, Barry Wichmann•s predicament, introduced in Chapter One
of this paper, was spoken of in an article appearing in Life.

l~.
2"Parents Plead: Find the Thousands Like TV's Robert
Strom", Newsweek, May 13, 1957, p. 118.
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psychologist's report made when Barry was in second grade
indicated that Barry should be led to realize that academically he need know no limit.

However, Barry, with dreary

regularity, had been promoted with his classmates of that
year.
Today he stands at about the middle of his class. His
arithmetic is poor and much of his other work is only
fair. His performance, especially in multiplication
tables or similar rote assignments, is sloppy and
erratic. Barry's exuberance used to be a problem to
his teachers, but now he is likely to be silent and
inattentive. He rarely joins his class in the school
yard at recess.l
Life had this to say about Barry and others like him:
Across the U. S. today brilliant youngsters are growing
up in an isolation almost as profound as Barry Wichmann•s.
These children should be getting the best education that
the nation can provide. But because of the ignorance,
prejudice and paralyzing inflexibility in the whole public
school system, tragically little is being done to help
them.2
The first day at a Lincoln, Rhode Island school for
another gifted boy, Brian Van Dale, proved near disastrous as
at last, after being bored with the happenings, he picked up
his things and ran from the room.

He told his mother he didn't

like what they taught there and he never had to attend a public
school again.

He was taken by his parents to Boston to consult

a psychiatrist.

The tests showed his IQ to be one hundred eighty-

five and special schooling was recommended.

At the age of eight,

Brian was in the tenth grade at a small Hamilton County Day School
in Massachusetts.

His teacher expects him to be ready, at the age

1"the Waste of Fine Minds", loc. cit.
2_!lli., p. 96.
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of ten, for college but his parents are determined to hold
him back until he is at least twelve.

Brian is very lonely

because his mind has far outpaced his social development which
is at the level of an eight-year-old boy.l
Still another gifted youngster, eleven-year-old Larry
McMahon, really had been a storm center in the public school
he attended.

He ran through the halls, got into fights, and

had flatly refused to obey.

His marks were below the class

average, yet his IQ is 172.

Outside of school, Larry got

along well as he skis, played softball and basketball, devoured
science fiction, and played a canny game of chess.

But in

school, his mind had seemed to be a handicap, because he was
bordered and withdrawn, and annayed his teachers by correcting
them in class.

About the only thing the school system had done

has been to force Larry into line by punishment.

Thrice in one

year Larry was suspended for insubordination and his parents
have been warned that further conduct might bring expulsion.
Private schooling has seemed out of the grasp of Larry because
of the cost.

But then he had been offered an opportunity to

attend Plymouth Academy where the fee will be waived.2

Not all

children are as fortunate, however.
Not all gifted children with problems were boys.

There

were girls like Janel Lessing who wasn't ordinary in any way·-not her looks, her interests, or her astonishing accomplishments.
Janel, age twelve, did not play on the beach across the street
lttA Little Loney Genius", !::.!!!,, March 22, 1954, p. 100.
2ttA Challenge for Larry",

!!.!!!!t

March 30, 1959, p. 68.
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from her home.

Instead she was indoors, seated at a desk,

every afternoon hunched over a piece of paper.
and drew at least twenty pictures a day.

Janel painted

Fifteen or so of

these she crumpled up and threw angrily into the wastebasket.
The other five were saved, framed and sold for fifty to one
hundred dollars apiece.

Janel was the first child to have a

one-man show at a major Los Angeles art gallery.

She had sold

more than two hundred fifty paintings in a year.

Janel had

been watched and worried over since she was born.

Her father

was sixty-two and her mother thirty-six when Janel was born.
She was premature, and at age four months was nearly blind.
She had since regained part of her vision and was a healthy
child.

But socially Janel had troubles.

Most of her con-

temporaries were so uninstructed on the narrowness of her
vision that they laughed at her awkwardness.

As a result,

Janel came home from school promptly and concentrated on the
world she was building prlvately.l
Ruth Slenczynskl, another gifted girl with problems,
was willed into being a genius by her father.
ten, her father saved her life.

When she was

He then told her that her life

now belonged to him and him alone.

When he told her to do some-

thing, she was to do it without question.

She was widely ac-

claimed by critics as being a genius on the keyboard and "the
wonder of the century".2
1Art Seidenbaum, "Paintings by a Prodigy", Saturday
Evening Post, June 9, 1962, p. 36.
2Ruth Slenezynski and Louis Biancolli, "The Strange
Story of a Child Prodigy", McCalls, July, 1957, p. 37.
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Here is what Ruth had to say about her life:
It seemed impossible to me that my life was real, that
such strange things could be happening to a little girl
my age. But, of course, I have never done any of the
things most children did. From morning until evening
I was at the piano and Father was at my side. In the
early years, when my mother and our friends complained
that this kind of life might endanger my health, Father
had flown into a rage. Even one or two encounters with
child-welfare representatives did not deter him. I
practiced as long as he told me to, and for every mistake I made I was slapped or beaten.
More than anything during these years I longed for a way
to escape Father's constant prese.nce. Since it was obvious I couldn't escape him physically, I did the next
best thing---I escaped him in my mind and began to dream
about the men I would rather have for a father.I
Ruth wasn't good at sight-reading.

After one episode

in which she failed, her father pointed his finger at her and
said,

"~

a person.
clay.

want to be a musician?

Why, you're a thing, not

A person has brains---you're not even a lump of

You're a failure and I've wasted my life on you.

no damned good for anything!"2

You're

Then he beat her.

Ruth later failed in a concert in California.

After

her father beat her following this concert, she quit playing.
She entered the University in Berkeley.

This was the first time

she had ever been with others her own age.
have dates.

She pretended to

She found her way back to music.

municate with her father except by her mother.
eloped with George Born.

She didn't comAt eighteen, she

During the war she began having con-

certs and was successful again in 1957.
On the other hand, not all individuals written about as
l .!.!:?..!!!· ' p. 94.

2~., p. 96.
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child prodigies were maladjusted.
exception.

Rogena Walberg was one

Rogena was an only child following several mis-

carriages by her mother in the seven years of marriage.

"Gena

displayed the accomplishments of a gifted child in that she
sat up when sixteen weeks old, was toilet trained at eighteen
weeks, spoke her first words when ten and one-half months and
walked when eleven months old.

However, Gena's precocity has

not set her apart from other children in her neighborhood. 11 1
Johnny Schwell was, on the surface, just another twelveyear-old although he is more studious than most his age and
larger (one hundred fifty pounds and five feet six inches tall).
He got along well with his eighth grade classmates.
liked baseball and building model airplanes.
he was a genius.

Johnny

But he was unusual---

He had been a special project of Dr. Corinne

Baker at the Psychology Department of Western Reserve University.
Dr. Baker felt that public schools couldn't cope with the tremendous capacity of his mind.

As a result of her efforts, Johnny

was offered a scholarship at a private school but his father
couldn't afford the eight hundred dollars for room, board and
books because he was out of work at the time.

After publicity

over the affair, his father said that Johnny didn't consider himself different than the others.2
The story of Fred Safier, Jr. was found in three articles
written during this era.
'Lazy• Prodigy".

The first article to appear was "The

This article, taken from the May 28, 1956,

Newsweek magazine, described Fred:
lGereon Zimmermann, "Be Proud---but be Grateful", !::22!.t
September 27, 1960, p. 114.
2Johnny 'Genius'", Newsweek, May 30, 1955, p. 27.
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At the age of three, Fred Safier, Jr. had a vocabulary of
nearly one thousand words. At five he read the "Iliad"
and the 0 0dyssey". He went through grade school in three
years. During his sophomore year in high school, he began
to "appreciate" calculus. While attending Drew School in
San Francisco, from which he will be graduated next month
at twelve, he has taken extension courses in analytical
geometry, calculus, trigonometry, and physics from the
University of California.l
His father who was a former philosophy professor at the
University of Puerto Rico and George Washington University, began teaching him word games at the age of two but insisted he
never "pushed" him.2
By October, 1956, Fred had passed the college entrance
exams and won a scholarship to Harvard.

ttrn almost everything,

but brain power, Fred is perfectly normal.

He pursues boyish

hobbies, plays tennis and has taken up fencing since reading
Cyrano de Bergerac in the original French."3
In September, 1957, Fred was having as much trouble as
the other freshmen at Harvard.
him to be happy.

His parents said they wanted

They didn't care whether he achieved anything

outstanding or not just as long as he enjoyed life.4
1"The •Lazy' Prodigy", Newsweek, May 28, 1956, p. 88.

2!!?.!.5!·
3ttA Prodigy for Harvardtt, !:..!!!,, October 8, 1956, p. 77.
4Al Hershberg, "Prodigy at Harvard", Saturda:f Evening
September 14, 1957, p. 181.

CHAPTER IV

AN ANALYSIS OF IMAGES OF TWO PERIODS
The writer of this study noticed that the world
situation did have a great deal of influence upon the image
of the gifted, as it was projected in the popular periodicals
aforenamed, during both periods.

The emphasis placed upon

particular educational advantages for the gifted was apparent
primarily after the United States of America began to vie for
world power with Russia, although the first real beginnings
were made after the bombing of Pearl Harbor.
Between 1941 and 1950, only three articles dealt with
advice to parents of the gifted.

However, during the final

thirteen years, eighteen articles were written concerning subjects of interest to parents of gifted children.
Many of these later articles, such as Rickover's
article, emphasized the rapid scientific advancement in Russia
as compared with our own less rapid growth of knowledge in
scientific fields.

Prior to the development of the hydrogen

bomb, the struggle for world power could still be settled by
armed battle---as in World War II.

But the American public

realized by this time that the world could be destroyed by the
use of nuclear weapons if there was to be another war.
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Therefore,
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instead of preparing for armed conflict, the United States of
America must develop our talented children as future scientists
and leaders for tomorrow so that we might be able to continue
our share of world control.l
The writer feels that this change of attitude on the
part of the American citizens had much to do with the image
presented concerned with the individual child prodigies.

For

example, during the World War II-Post-War Era, six articles
discussed the attributes of the Quiz Kids.

However, during the

second period, only one dealt with the individuals on the "Quiz
Kid" program.

One reason for this decline in interest probably

was that television programs were beginning to receive more
attention than those on radio.

But, it seemed to the writer,

that the periodicals were attempting to alter the image they
had presented in the first period.

That is, although more arti-

cles were actually being presented to the public about individual
gifted children, these articles dealt mainly with children attending public school and living rather normal lives.

These were

children having had little or no publicity until the article
written concerning them during this time.
Also, during the second time span, the emphasis seemed
to center upon the entire group of gifted children more than on
individuals.

This was probably due to the fact that it had be-

come apparent that

!.!.!.'

not just a few individuals, needed to

be cultivated as future leaders if America was to continue to

la.

G. Rickover, loc. cit.
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maintain her position in the world.l
Articles of both periods pointed out the idea that
parents of gifted children did not always have a healthy outlook on their situation.

For example, especially during World

War II, parents admitted they would rather have a normal, average
child than a gifted one.2

This attitude seemed to occur essen-

tially because the parents did not understand giftedness.

This

was, no doubt, partly due to the fact that very little literature
had been made available for them to read.

After more understand-

ing of the gifted was developed through articles, etc., most
parents were proud of. their gifted children and were willing not
to push them but rather, allow them to grow as normally as possible.3

There were still parents like Mr. Slenczynski and Dr.

Sidis, who did not allow their children to live normally.

But

most parents seemingly were accepting the fact and approaching
the problem with understanding and sympathy.
The standard reference, when discussing the characteristics
of the gifted, was Dr. Lewis Terman•s study.

Although the study

was first begun in the 1920's, the first real results came after
these children grew into adults.

Articles of both periods referred

to the study as being very complete and valid.

Many of the charac-

teristics of the gifted given in the articles were those based in
Terman's study.

These characteristics generally pointed out the

l"The Waste of Fine Minds", loc. cit.
2Kathrene Pinkerton, loc. cit.
3Gereon Zimmermann, loc. cit.
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fact that these gifted youngsters grew up to be well-adjusted,
normal citizens who were somewhat above average in salaries
received, etc.l
The area of discussion of the education of the gifted
was very interesting.

During the first time period, very little

was written concerning the education of these bright children.
Very little criticism was made of the way these youngsters were
educated in the public schools.

Only two private schools or

special classes were mentioned in the fourteen articles written
during the World War II period.
However, with the advent of America's intervention in
Korea and race in space development with Russia, much more criticism of education was made.

Seven articles dealing directly with

criticism of the present educational policies appeared in the
selected periodicals.

The general criticism seemed to be that

these children were being neglected---more or less shoved into
a corner and forgotten.2

This neglect, the authors felt, occurred

even though the means of identification of the gifted were rather
well defined.

The three generally accepted educational methods

for use with the gifted---acceleration, enrichment, and special
classes, were accepted as being those methods of most practical
value for educating the gifted.3

At least, two articles were

written by parents of the gifted who had taken matters into their
own hands and set up their own private schools for their gifted
lMilton and Margaret Silverman, loc. cit.
2Katherine Glover, loc. cit.
3Mary B. Hoover, loc. cit.
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children.
In some states, special surveys were being undertaken
to determine what was already being done for the gifted and
what more should and could be done in the future.
In larger cities, i.e., St. Louis, Cleveland, Brooklyn,
special classes were being set-up in the public school system.
Other school systems were encouraging the use of acceleration
and enrichment within the classrooms.

Teachers were attempting

the task of preparing the few individual gifted pupils within
the framework of their classes.
Standards of identification, such as those mentioned in
the previous chapter by Dr. Paul Wittyl and Dr. Lewis Terman2,
were presented to the public for their use in helping identify
their children.
The public concept during the two periods generally
remained that of an average child--age wise--in social development with superior ability in some areas.

It was emphasized,

in articles of both eras, that these children were generally
not freakish.

It was emphasized, also, that the public should

be proud of lts gifted ones and should recognize their possible
contribution to the future of our country.3
l"The Kids", loc. ci t.
2Milton and Margaret Silverman, loc. cit.
3Mary B. Hoover, loc. cit.

CHAPTER V
Summary and Conclusion
The writer of this study set down several questions to
be contemplated in the introductory statements.
were very general.

These questions

Therefore, the answers must be general, also.

The first question asked was, "What is the image of the
gifted as presented in the selected periodicals?" Of course,
there were many descriptions of the gifted presented in the fortynine articles appearing in the popular magazines since 1941.

The

image has shown some change in that during the first period, i.e.,
1941-1950, the articles were written in similar fashion as case
studies.

Individual gifted children were described and photo-

graphed in their daily lives.

Although, articles dealing with

individuals continued to appear during the last thirteen years,
emphasis changed to include the problems of all gifted children.
The writer feels that the image of the gifted child as it appeared
in the literature was described very aptly and inclusively by Dr.
Terman in his description of the typical "Termite".

Practically

all articles disputed the age-old image of the gifted, thick·
glasses, clumsy, bookwormish, small, sickly, freakish and, instead,
described the gifted as larger than average, healthy, robust,
socially well-adjusted and well-liked.
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The typical gifted child
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was well-accepted by his peers as well as adults.

He took an

active part in sports and extra-curricular activities.

Also,

the fact was pointed out, in several articles, that the gifted
child was not always achieving as well as he might in relation
to his ability.

This seemed to occur because he was not pro-

perly motivated and/or did not want to be different than his
average friends.
Secondly, the question was asked as to whether the
image was an objectively or subjectively developed idea.

The

writer of this study felt that most of the articles were based,
to a large extent, on the author's own opinions and beliefs.
It was, thus, subjective in nature.

Although many of the authors

referred to educational experts such as Dr. Terman, Dr. Witty,
etc., educational studies of the gifted, and other references;
they also inserted their own opinions as such.

For example, Rear

Admiral Rickover made several statements beginning with the words,
"in my opinion", in his article.

Even when the writers used

Terman•s study, they interjected their own ideas.
advice to the parents of the gifted, also.

Many gave

Therefore, the writer

would say that the image, although based on factual evidence in
most cases, still was presented in a very subjective way.
Thirdly, did the point of view expressed seem to represent
abiding concern or was it but contemporary muckraking?

The in•

crease in number of articles, particularly those containing criti·
cisms of the educational system since the beginning of the "cold
war" between Russia and the United States, seemed to the writer
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to indicate that although there has always been concern about
the gifted, the present emphasis is, no doubt, somewhat a time
of muckraking and "ax-grindingtt.

The Americans have fallen be-

hind the Russians in some respects.

Our country hasn't developed

its potential leadership and those gifted in science, etc., as
it might.

Something must be blamed.

Therefore, blame was put

on those responsible for the educational system since that system
should, in their opinion, train these children to assume the role
needed to maintain supremacy.

Every writer seemed to want an

opportunity to criticize and make suggestions.
The writer felt that although there is no doubt but what
these gifted children do deserve and should receive a better edu·
cation than they are presently, too much time was spent, ln these
popular periodicals looking for the ills and too little looking
for the good points.

No real constructive suggestions were given

in these articles appearing in the selected popular periodicals.
It seems some one should begin to make new contributions of
methods, techniques, etc. that could be presented in the magazines
to assist gifted children to a better education.
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